Literacy Learning Pack

Name ______________
Commas

Add the missing commas.

1. There were four lorries six cars two taxis and a bicycle.
2. My mum Mrs Bilgrami works at the supermarket.
3. He put a sandwich a can of drink a packet of crisps and an apple in his lunch box.
4. The nurse comes to the school on Monday Tuesday Thursday and Friday.
5. Sidney the goalkeeper let in five goals.
6. We saw the headteacher Mr Martin in the car park.
7. He ordered a large pizza a bottle of fizzy orange a small salad and a chocolate pudding.
8. The fastest runner Harmeet won the race.
9. The attic was full of old boxes bags of clothes empty suitcases and lots of books.
10. P.C. Plod the policeman visited the school.
My hobby

My hobby is ______________________

I started my hobby when ______________________

My hobby needs ______________________

One day I hope ______________________

When people learn about my hobby, they say ______________________

The best thing about my hobby is ______________________
The giraffe has a fringe.

Focus

A Trace and copy the pattern below.

`cecece  cecece  cecece`

B Trace and write the letters below.

```
age   age   
dge   dge   
nge   nge   
gen   gen   
```

Be careful! The letter g has a descender. Its tail goes below the line.
Extra

Trace and write the words below.

ridge                bridge
ledge                hedge

gem                  gentle

general             giraffe

Extension

Trace these sentences.
Choose a word from the box below to complete each sentence.

hedge      bridge      giraffe

1 The ______ has a long neck.
2 The ______ goes over the river.
3 I can see through the hole in the ______.